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Jets draft picks on ice Monday 
 
BY SCOTT BILLECK, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
Winnipeg Jets development camp will have a new look this year, at least from a coaching 
perspective. 
 
Those were the words expressed by Jets head coach Paul Maurice as he spoke about the 
annual prospect showcase from the NHL Draft in Chicago this past weekend. 
 
“We’re really changing what we’re doing at development camp this year,” Maurice said. “Our 
coaches, NHL guys are going to spend time on the ice on the teaching days. We’re going to 
come off the hammer on them, we’re not going to try to show them how hard you’ve got to work. 
More work on some of the skills.” 
 
Maurice, who is heading into his third fourth season behind the bench for the Jets, said the shift 
in philosophy for the week-long development camp at the BELL MTS Iceplex beginning on 
Monday comes down to relationship-building. 
 
“We’ll scrimmage on the last one, let the fans have some fun if they want to watch these kids, 
but we’re going to use this time for the coaches to get an opportunity to know them a little,” 
Maurice said. “Because at the main camp, you don’t. You bring close to 50 guys in and you 
don’t get to spend a lot of time with the fifth-round pick who is going back to junior, so we want 
to use the development camp time to start those relationships.” 
 
All eight of the club’s 2017 NHL Draft picks will be on the ice when the annual prospect camp 
kicks off on Monday, with Finland-born power forward Kristian Vesalainen headlining the group 
of newcomers. 
 
Vesalainen, who models his game after Pittsburgh Penguins superstar Evgeni Malkin, was 
selected 24th overall by the Jets in the first round last Friday night. 
 
The Helsinki native was named the most valuable player at the World U-18 Championships last 
year and had a goal and five assists in 26 games with Frolunda HC in the Swedish Elite League 
as a 17-year-old. 
 
Also in attendance will be 2016 first-round pick Logan Stanley. 
 
The towering defenceman missed most of the 2016-17 season with the Windsor Spitfires due to 
a knee injury, but returned in the Memorial Cup and helped the Ontario Hockey League club to 
the national championship. 
 
Stanley told the Sun back in May that his skating is continuing to improve, something he’s been 
focusing on as he carves a path to the NHL. 
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“That's going to be the biggest thing for me at the NHL level,” Stanley said. "Being able to be a 
good skater, you don't want to be average and just be able to keep up. You want to be able to 
push the pace and be able to skate with the fastest guys.” 
 
Kyle Connor, Jack Roslovic and Nelson Nogier, all of whom saw time with the Jets last season, 
will also take part. 
 
Meanwhile, defenceman Tucker Poolman, who signed an entry-level deal with the Jets this past 
spring, and forward Jordy Stallard will attend the week-long camp but will not participate due to 
injury. Poolman is recovering from double shoulder surgery and Stallard is also recovering from 
his own shoulder surgery, which was done in February. 
 
The Jets youngsters will be put through the paces of on-ice testing on Monday. On Friday, the 
development camp’s popular scrimmage game will take place at 10:30 a.m. 
 
All practices are free and open to the public. 
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Hamonic wasn't right for Winnipeg 
 
BY TED WYMAN, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
CHICAGO — There were no doubt some disappointed fans in Winnipeg when local boy Travis 
Hamonic was traded from the New York Islanders to the Calgary Flames instead of the Jets. 
 
However, Hamonic was never a good fit for a Jets team that is loaded with right-shooting 
defenceman. 
 
The price was high (a first-round pick and two second-rounders) for the blue-liner from St. Malo, 
who didn’t have an exceptional season with the Islanders and wouldn’t necessarily have been 
an upgrade on the Jets right side, where Jacob Trouba, Dustin Byfuglien and Tyler Myers are 
already vying for ice time. 
 
The Jets would certainly be in the market for a left-shooting defenceman, though they just re-
signed Ben Chiarot, who will play on the third pairing unless someone better comes along. 
 
What the Jets need is to have their top five defencemen — Trouba, Josh Morrissey, Byfuglien, 
Myers and Toby Enstrom — stay healthy. 
 
Those five blue-liners combined to miss 113 games last season, with Myers missing the most at 
71. 
 
A healthy blue-line corps and an upgrade at the goaltending position would go a long way 
toward getting the Jets into the playoffs. 
 
On the goaltending front, one GM said at the NHL draft this week that he believes the Jets will 
sign 32-year-old Brian Elliott when free agency opens next Saturday. 
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Elliott, who had a 2.55 goals against average and .910 save percentage in 49 games with the 
Flames, will be an unrestricted free agent on July 1. 
 
HIT THE WEIGHTS, KID 
Jets third-round draft pick Jonathan Kovacevic is big but he believes he’ll have to be 
considerably stronger before he can push for a job at the NHL level. 
 
The 6-foot-4, 210-pound defenceman from Grimsby, Ont., via Merrimac College, said he has to 
work on being a little more physical, a little more aggressive and harder to play against. 
 
“It starts in the weight room,” he said. “I have some filling out to do. Once you get on that early, 
it becomes a mental thing that you keep incorporating into your game. It gives you more 
confidence. And then the first couple of steps, it’s such a fast, skilled game. As a big guy you 
have to be able to keep up with those quick guys, so my first steps are definitely important.” 
 
Kovacevic was lasted as 220 pounds in one scouting report and he hopes to eventually play at 
that weight, though he’ll be looking to put on the pounds in a different way. 
 
“I’m not sure when that measurement was … it might have been a couple of years ago,” 
Kovacevic said. “I might have been a little fat back then. So, if it was 220 it wasn’t a good 220. 
Right now, I am round 212, 213. I still think a little bit of growing to do. I just started shaving. 
Hopefully, I can really fill out. The main thing is you still want to stay fast. Hopefully, 220, 225, 
not at the end of this season, but in the future.” 
 
BUZZ ABOUT VESALAINEN 
Jets coach Paul Maurice said there was a real buzz around the draft table when the chance to 
draft Finnish winger Kristian Vesalainen arose. 
 
There was no question the Jets were targeting defencemen in the draft but saw Vesalainen as 
being too good too pass up at pick No. 24 of the first round. 
 
He’s big (6-foot-4, 209-pounds) he can skate and could develop into a useful player once he 
finds some finish around the net. 
 
“I still think at the foundation you’re taking the best player available, I really do,” Maurice said. 
“And I know when Kristian was available, the buzz at the table – and I’m gonna qualify it with 
understanding that everybody says they can’t believe they got their guy, right? – they were 
really, really pleased that he was there at that number.” 
 
The Jets went on to draft four defencemen with their next seven picks, including second-rounder 
Dylan Samberg, third-rounder Kovacevic, fifth-rounder Leon Gawanke and seventh-rounder 
Croix Evingson. All of them are big, which fits a Jets organization that already has some size on 
the blueline in Trouba, Byfuglien and Myers, but also a pair of smaller defencemen in Morrissey 
and Enstrom. 
 
“Clearly, adding defenceman to our organization is a priority but I don’t think that (Cheveldayoff 
and his scouts) reached out of where they were comfortable to get one,” Maurice said. “Pretty 
pleased to get them. 
 
“We’ve got Josh and Toby and then we have the other half, so I think we even out to about 6-
foot-3. When you look at Josh, the year that he had, and the people that really watch the game 



closely would appreciate, that quite a few nights he was our best defenceman. Now, he wouldn’t 
have scored, but in terms of quality of play and consistency and the matchups that we gave him. 
So, the size isn’t a critical piece except if you can do all that and be big at the same time, all 
those things year after year, effectively. And you can skate, which is priority one now.” 
 
SMALL BUT SWEET 
The Jets are excited about the potential of their seventh-round pick from Saturday’s draft, 
Portland Winterhawks winger Skyler McKenzie. 
 
The Sherwood Park, Alta., native went through the 2016 draft but was not selected, then 
returned to the WHL and put up 42 goals and 42 assists in 2016-17. 
 
He’s 5-foot-8 and 160 pounds but his skill is intriguing and given what small forwards Johnny 
Gaudreau and Mitch Marner have done in the NHL lately, he could be someone to watch down 
the road. 
 
McKenzie played on a line with Winnipegger Cody Glass, who was drafted sixth overall by 
Vegas Golden Knights on Saturday, and Glass spoke highly of him. 
 
Jets director of amateur scouting Mark Hillier called him a “pitbull.” 
 
“Not the biggest guy, but plays big and competitive, can skate and do things with the puck,” 
Hillier said. “We’re excited about him too. 
 
“He went through the draft last year but he was on the fourth line in Portland a year ago. Got 
more opportunity to play this year on the first and second line and took off offensively.” 
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Jets draft well, but goalie issue remains 
 
BY TED WYMAN, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
CHICAGO — The Winnipeg Jets picked up a goaltender on Saturday, but not one who is going 
to help solve their most pressing problem any time soon. 
 
The question is: When are they going to make a move to address that glaring weakness? 
 
General manager Kevin Cheveldayoff was working on a deal on NHL draft weekend and 
thought he had something hammered out before it fell apart. 
 
There’s no guarantee he was trying to acquire a goaltender but he has never denied that he is 
shopping for one, so it would make sense. 
 
With no trade completed, the Jets left Chicago with only one new goaltender in the fold — 18-
year-old Swede Arvid Holm, whom they drafted in the sixth round, 167th overall. 
 
Something more impactful has to get done in that area between now and next Saturday, which 
is when the NHL free agency period opens. 
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“We’re going to be active obviously,” Cheveldayoff said at the conclusion of Saturday’s draft. 
 
“We’re going to a take a look at whatever is available to us and if there’s a good opportunity 
there that can help us, we’ll jump at it. We can start talking to free agents at midnight tonight. 
We’ve got a list of names lined up to reach out to their representatives and see if we’re a fit for 
them as far as they want to consider us.” 
 
While many other teams made significant deals this week, with names like Travis Hamonic, 
Derek Stepan, Antti Raanta, Jordan Eberle and Ryan Strome changing teams, Cheveldayoff’s 
only trade was a swap of draft picks that allowed him to keep his roster intact through 
Wednesday’s Vegas Golden Knights expansion draft. 
 
That was a commendable move by the GM but it won’t help the Jets improve on their team 
goals against average of 3.11 (27th in the NHL) from last season. It’s hard to imagine anyone 
picking the Jets to improve if they start the season with only Connor Hellebuyck and Michael 
Hutchinson between the pipes again. 
 
At the actual draft table, the Jets did a good job of building organizational depth, especially at 
the defence position. They drafted size, they drafted players who can skate and they drafted 
players they said were rated much higher on their lists than where they went (doesn’t 
everybody?). 
 
They drafted with a telescope, taking mostly players who are at least a few years away from 
making an impact at the NHL level. 
 
It’s far from the instant fix many people believe an experienced goaltender will give them, but it’s 
another solid building block. 
 
Take, for example, their first two picks of the draft — first-rounder Kristian Vesalainen, a big 
winger from Finland and second-rounder Dylan Samberg, a big left-shooting defenceman from a 
Minnesota high school program. 
 
Neither will be in Winnipeg anytime soon — Vesalainen plans to play in Finland next season, 
Samberg at the University of Minnesota-Duluth — but they have the potential to grow into 
something special. 
 
It won’t happen overnight either for third-rounder Jonathan Kovacevic, a 6-foot-4, 210-pound 
defenceman from Merrimac College, fourth-rounder Santeri Virtanen, a 6-foot-2, 194-pound 
centre from Finland, fifth-rounder Leon Gawanke, a 6-foot-1, 186-pound defenceman from 
Germany, or seventh-rounders Skyler McKenzie, a high scoring but small Portland Winterhawks 
winger and Croix Evingson, a 6-foot-4, 213-pound defenceman from Alaska. 
 
One thing that is clear — the Jets organization is going to be big in the future, especially on 
defence where they filled a need with the glut of blue-liners. 
 
“We wanted to add some D to the mix and that’s where it fell for us,” Jets director of amateur 
scouting Mark Hillier said. “We didn’t have to jump better players to get to them. We felt those 
defencemen we took were the best players available when we took them.” 
 



Samberg said he patterns his game after Minnesota Wild defenceman Marco Scandella, 
Kovacevic after Calgary Flames blue-liner Dougie Hamilton. Those could be two pretty nice 
additions, given time to grow. 
 
“I’m a big, physical, puck-moving defenceman,” Samberg said. “Keep guys to the outside, don’t 
let them get around you. 
 
“There’s also things I need to work on. Obviously skating is a big part of it, with that mobility. I 
need to be a little bit more flexible with that. I always work on shooting and skills and footwork 
and things like that.” 
 
Kovacevic, who was an OHL cut before making a name for himself in U.S. college hockey, calls 
himself a smart defenceman. 
 
“A two-way defenceman … I take care of my own zone first,” the 19-year-old from Grimsby, 
Ont., said. “I can contribute offensively by some good passes, or some good plays on the 
offensive blue line.” 
 
It certainly sounds good. But every player does on draft day. 
 
The Jets development coaches will have their work cut out over the next few years. 
 
Of course, unless that goaltending issue is rectified soon, the same could be said for everyone 
in the organization. 
 
Draft pick was hoping for Winnipeg 
CHICAGO — One grew up a fan of an arch rival, while the other has been hoping to get drafted 
by the Winnipeg Jets for a while. 
 
The Jets drafted defencemen Dylan Samberg of Hermantown, Minn., and Jonathan Kovacevic 
of Grimsby, Ont., on Saturday, recognizing that both are projects for down the road. 
 
The two players are certainly eager to get started. 
 
“I did grow up a Wild fan but obviously that’s going to change now,” Samberg said after going in 
the second round, 43rd overall to the Jets. 
 
“I’ve always liked (Dustin) Byfuglien. That’s a big one. He’s definitely a big role model with all 
the heavy hits.” 
 
Kovacevic has been eyeing Winnipeg all year, intrigued by the team’s interest in him and a 
roster that includes star power in the form of Patrik Laine, Mark Scheifele and Nik Ehlers. 
 
“I was really hoping before the draft, to be honest, to be a Jet,” Kovacevic said. “I couldn’t be 
happier right now. It’s an up-and-coming team right now and it’s a really exciting time to be a 
part of it. I knew they were interested all year. The Boston-area scout, Max Giese, was high on 
me and such a great guy with me the whole year. I’m going to make it my mission to do 
everything I can to help this team and to be as ready as I can to be hopefully a Winnipeg Jet 
one day.” 
 
— Wyman 
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Hall call shows 'Ducky' was a difference maker 
 
BY SCOTT BILLECK, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
Dale Hawerchuk wanted to come to Winnipeg and be a difference maker after he was drafted 
first overall by the club in 1981. 
 
On Nov. 14, he’ll watch his name and number ascend to the rafters of Bell MTS Place in the city 
where he got his National Hockey League start after the Winnipeg Jets named the Toronto 
native the fourth inductee into the Winnipeg Jets Hall of Fame, a sign clear as any that he 
accomplished what he set out to do all those years ago. 
 
Despite this being his third hall of fame nod (he was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 
2001 and the Buffalo Sabres Hall of Fame in 2011), Hawerchuk says Winnipeg will always hold 
a sacred spot in his heart. 
 
“When you go somewhere when you’re first drafted… that team is pretty special and pretty 
important to you,” he said. “I can’t say it much more, really, how important Winnipeg was in my 
life, going there at 18 and doing a lot of growing up there. 
 
“When you’re 18 and you’re put in the spotlight, you learn to grow up and the people there, I can 
only say the people in Winnipeg helped me do that.” 
 
Hawerchuk played nine seasons with the Jets, recording 379 goals and 550 assists in 713 
regular season games. 
 
“Ducky” won the Calder Memorial Trophy as the NHL’s top rookie for his efforts during the 1981-
92 season, amassing 45 goals and 58 points in 80 games. 
 
He scored a career-high 53 during the 1984-85 season, his best year statistically with 130 
points, and one of the highlights he mentioned of his time in Winnipeg. 
 
“Playing that first game, skating out for that first game, that was pretty special,” he said. “And, of 
course, the whiteout crowd in the playoffs.” 
 
Hawerchuk was traded to the Buffalo Sabres prior to the 1990 season and played with the St. 
Louis Blues and the Philadelphia Flyers before retiring in 1997. He finished his career with 518 
goals and 891 assists in 1,188 career NHL games. 
 
Hawerchuk’s achievements and accolades in hockey are numerous, including two Memorial 
Cup wins, a Memorial Cup MVP nod and CHL Player of the Year honours before he stepped 
foot in the NHL. 
 
He went on to be a member of two Canada Cup championship winning teams in 1987 and then 
again in 1991. He played in five NHL All-Star Games and became the first NHL player to reach 
1,000 games before age 31. 
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The Arizona Coyotes (who moved from Winnipeg in 1996) inducted Hawerchuk into their ring of 
honour in 2007 and his number 10 has been retired by the franchise. 
 
In 2010, Hawerchuk became the head coach of the Ontario Hockey League’s Barrie Colts and 
coach current Jets superstar centre, Mark Scheifele. 
 
And yet, despite all he has done and all that has been credited to his name, Hawerchuk still 
holds one regret. 
 
“We couldn’t bring a (Stanley Cup) to Winnipeg,” Hawerchuk said via conference call on Friday 
night. “It wasn’t for a lack of effort from myself or the other guys. If we could have won it there, it 
would have been so special. I think for the club now, how special it would be to bring the Cup to 
Winnipeg.” 
 
Winnipeg Free Press 
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Hellebuyck needs help 
Jets GM will likely get him some shortly 
 
By: Jason Bell 
 
CHICAGO — It’s doubtful Connor Hellebuyck follows the news, blogs or the twitter chatter about 
him generated out of Winnipeg as he unwinds back home, presumably, in southeast Michigan 
for at least some of the off-season. 
 
But the Winnipeg Jets goalie is a smart guy. He must have felt well before the 2016-17 NHL 
season ended like he’d been acclaimed as the poster boy for much of the failings of the Central 
Division team. 
 
It’s not fair, mind you, to heap all the blame on him. Hellebuyck is 24 years old and has played a 
grand total of just 82 NHL games over the past two seasons. His win-loss record of 26-19-4 last 
season, on the surface, sounds pretty good, but his goals-against average of 2.89 and save 
percentage of .907) were below acceptable standards for a go-to guy between the pipes. 
 
He was thrust by the organization into a role with duties he was unprepared to competently 
fulfill. The responsibility of being a starter was simply too much to bear. And it still is. 
 
Even his bench boss makes it sound like the plan, in hindsight, was somewhat flawed. 
 
"We went through a growing period and the goaltenders were exactly like that. Put them back in 
net after a tough night, yanked (Hellebuyck) early a bunch of times," Jets head coach Paul 
Maurice said this weekend in Chicago. He pulled his No.1 goalie eight times last year. 
 
"I’ve got lots of faith that Connor can do it. I’m also not in a hurry to have him have to do that 
next year. We want forward progress for the team. Either Connor or Michael (Hutchinson) has to 
step up on that or we’ve got to get some help for those guys." 
 
Hellebuyck needs a new creasemate, and logic dictates he’ll likely get one within a week’s time. 
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General manager Kevin Cheveldayoff took care of a bunch of important business last week. He 
pulled off a deal with the expansion Vegas Golden Knights, ensuring the only player plucked 
from the Jets was winger Chris Thorburn, who was already on the off ramp heading out of town 
as an unrestricted free agent. 
 
Winnipeg then shored up its stable of blue-line prospects -- some with serious size -- over the 
weekend here in Chicago at the 2017 NHL Draft. In the midst of that, the club also announced 
left-shooting defenceman Ben Chiarot had inked a new two-year deal with the club, all but 
ensuring he’ll be on the third pairing. 
 
Now, Cheveldayoff must turn all his time and attention to solving the dilemma in net, by way of 
trade or free agency. Sunday was the day pending free agents and their representatives could 
start talking with teams around the league, although no contracts can be signed until this 
Saturday, July 1. 
 
"We’re going to a take a look at whatever is available to us and if there’s a good opportunity 
there that can help us, we’ll jump at it," Cheveldayoff said Saturday at the draft. "We’ve got a list 
of names lined up to reach out to their representatives and see if we’re a fit for them and as far 
as they want to consider us." 
 
Recipients of a call from the Jets could include the camps of UFAs Brian Elliott, 32, of the 
Calgary Flames, Steve Mason, 29, of the Philadelphia Flyers, Jonathan Bernier, 28, of the 
Anaheim Ducks or Ryan Miller, 36, of the Vancouver Canucks. 
 
Veteran puck-stopper Cam Ward, coach Maurice’s old buddy from Carolina, still has a year left 
on $3.3-million contract but might also be available in a trade. 
 
In Winnipeg, Ondrej Pavelec, a UFA, is gone for good. Hutchinson, with a year left on his 
contract, is a nice guy and a hard worker who will undoubtedly keep that up to prolong his pro 
career. He can do that as Eric Comrie’s back-up with the Moose. 
 
Bringing in a experienced starter does not signal Hellebuyck is done. Far from it. He’d probably 
reclaim the starting role in another season or two. 
 
Remember, he’s just three years removed from being named the top goalie in U.S. college 
hockey, he was an American Hockey League all-star two years ago with the Jets’ affiliate in St. 
John’s, N.L., and then led the U.S. to a bronze medal at the 2015 world championship in the 
Czech Republic, winning seven of eight starts. 
 
During the 2015-16 season, he played 30 more games in the AHL and also made 26 
appearances with the Jets, going 13-11-1 with a pair of shutouts, a 2.34 GAA and .918 save 
percentage. 
 
Then the rush job happened last season and Hellebuyck stumbled, although you could barely 
tell when he’d speak with reporters. Most of the time, he demonstrated a stoic confidence when 
answering post-game questions about his performance, good or bad. 
 
Only once last season did he appear to me to be visibly shaken, and that moment of 
vulnerability came the morning after he had a dreadful outing in Philadelphia on Nov. 17 that 
resulted in a 5-2 loss. He surrendered two goals on the first two shots of the game by Sean 



Couturier and Michael Raffl in opening period and then whiffed on defenceman Mark Streit’s 60-
foot slap shot in the second frame to give the hosts a 3-1 lead. 
 
Hellebuyck wouldn’t speak with reporters following the contest. I caught up with him in Boston 
the next day and asked him about the long-range drive that sneaked past him, but he quietly -- 
without making eye contact -- said he didn’t want to talk about it. I ended the interview, out of 
respect for a kid that was hurting. 
 
Hellebuyck already has genuine and much-deserved support within the Jets organization. 
 
But the addition of another masked man would certainly help him out, sooner rather than later. 
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Fans to see Jets' draft acquisitions at camp this week 
 
By: Mike McIntyre 
 
The Winnipeg Jets are wasting no time in showing off their haul from the NHL Draft in Chicago 
on the weekend. 
 
All eight teenagers selected last Friday and Saturday will be in the city this week as the Jets 
hold their annual summer development camp at the Bell MTS Iceplex. The event begins 
Monday with on-ice testing, continues Tuesday through Thursday with on-ice sessions and 
wraps up Friday with a scrimmage game.  
 
All sessions are open to the public. A total of 34 players — 18 forwards, 12 defencemen and 
four goalies — will be in attendance. 
 
Many eyes will be on the latest recruits, including Finnish power forward Kristian Vesalainen. He 
was selected by the Jets with the 24th-overall pick. The other new kids on the block include 
defenceman Dylan Samberg, defenceman Johnny Kovacevic, forward Santeri Virtanen, 
defenceman Leon Gawanke, goalie Arvid Holm, forward Skyler McKenzie and defenceman 
Croix Evingson. 
 
In addition to those fresh faces, there will also be a number of top prospects from previous 
drafts, including 2015 first-round selections Kyle Connor and Jack Roslovic. Both made their pro 
debuts last season with the Jets and the Manitoba Moose. Forward Brendan Lemieux, who had 
his first full pro season with the Moose cut short due to injury, will also be on the ice. 
 
Defenceman Logan Stanley, fresh off his Memorial Cup win with Windsor, Ont., will also 
participate. He was selected by the Jets with their other first-round pick last summer. 
 
Highly touted defenceman Tucker Poolman, who just turned pro after playing at the University of 
North Dakota, will be in Winnipeg but won't be on the ice because he is recovering from off-
season shoulder surgery. He is expected to be ready in time for main training camp this fall. 
Forward Jordy Stallard is also recovering from a shoulder injury and won't suit up. 
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Jets head coach Paul Maurice said the organization will tweak how they run the development 
camp this season. 
 
"Our coaches, NHL guys, are going to spend time on the ice on the teaching days. We’re going 
to come off the hammer on them, we’re not going to try to show them how hard you’ve got to 
work. More work on some of the skills," Maurice told Free Press hockey writer Jason Bell this 
past weekend in Chicago. 
 
Maurice said it's important for staff to use the time to get to know the young players while 
focusing on many of the small details that can help make the jump to pro hockey. 
 
"We’ll scrimmage on the last one, let the fans have some fun if they want to watch these kids, 
but we’re going to use this time for the coaches to get an opportunity to know them a little. 
Because at the main camp, you don’t. You bring close to 50 guys in and you don’t get to spend 
a lot of time with the fifth-round pick who is going back to junior, so we want to use the 
development camp time to start those relationships," he said. 
 
There will also be off-ice sessions with players dealing with things like nutrition, fitness and even 
media relations. 
 
Once completed, players will disperse to continue their own training programs for the rest of the 
summer. They will reconvene in early September to prepare for the annual Young Stars 
tournament in British Columbia, which leads into the start of full training camp. 
 
2017 DEVELOPMENT CAMP ROSTER 
Goaltenders: Arvid Holm, Cole Kehler, Jake Kielly and Colton Phinney 
 
Defencemen: Jacob Cedarholm, Chris Dienes, Croix Evingson, Leon Gawanke, Jack Glover, 
Luke Green, Johnathan Kovacevic, Sami Niku, Nelson Nogier, Dylan Samberg, Logan Stanley 
 
Forwards: Mason Appleton, Francis Beauvillier, Kyle Connor, Erik Foley, C.J. Franklin, Jansen 
Harkins, Ryan Kuffner, Brendan Lemieux, Skyler McKenzie, Jack Roslovic, Michael Spacek, 
Jared Spooner, Nico Sturm, Alex Tonge, Matt Ustaski, Santeri Virtanen, Kristian Vesalainen 
 
Attending but not participating due to injury: Tucker Poolman, Jordy Stallard 
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Jets pay their net some mind 
 
By: Jason Bell 
 
CHICAGO — The Winnipeg Jets went out and got a goalie Saturday. 
 
For a team that lacked any consistency from its puck-stoppers during the 2016-17 season, the 
sixth-round selection of Swedish goalie Arvid Holm at the NHL draft won’t diminish Jets fans’ 
collective anxiety. 
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Winnipeg general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff either needs to keep working the phones to 
acquire a goalie via the trade route or needs to make a strong pitch this week, leading up to July 
1 as the "free-agent frenzy" begins. 
 
The list of unrestricted free agents includes Ryan Miller, Jonathan Bernier, Brian Elliott and 
Steve Mason. 
 
Saturday, Cheveldayoff towed the party line when questioned about his search for a quality 
goalie. 
 
"We’re going to a take a look at whatever is available to us, and if there’s a good opportunity 
there that can help us, we’ll jump at it," he said. 
 
He also said he worked on a trade at the draft that involved roster players, but that deal 
disintegrated. 
 
He didn’t identify the team involved, or the position of the principles. But, perhaps, it was a swap 
for a Vegas goaltender, such as Winnipegger Calvin Pickard; or maybe he talked to the Carolina 
Hurricanes about Cam Ward. 
 
"Anytime you get together, there’s lots of conversations and we’ll see if something can lead to it. 
If not, we’ll get ready to try to do something at free agency. We’ll see how it all works out. We’ve 
got a list of names lined up to reach out to their representatives and see if we’re a fit for them as 
far as they want to consider us," Cheveldayoff said. 
 
Meeting with Maurice 
Jets head coach Paul Maurice met with reporters mid-morning on Saturday at the United 
Center, noting he’s been in his office almost daily — preparing for the 2017-18 season — since 
the Jets won seven straight games to end the regular season. But he’ll take some time off with 
his family in July. 
 
He’s carving out a plan for the club’s annual development camp, which begins Monday at the 
Iceplex and features a few dozen of Winnipeg’s prospects, including forward Kristian 
Vesalainen, and blue-liners Dylan Samberg and Johnathan Kovacevik, drafted this weekend in 
Chicago. 
 
Maurice was chatty on several fronts. 
 
• On the Jets addressing their depth on defence at the draft, snapping up some very tall teens: 
 
"Clearly, adding defencemen to our organization is a priority, but I don’t think (Cheveldayoff and 
his scouts) reached out of where they were comfortable to get one. We’ve got Josh (Morrissey) 
and Toby (Enstrom) and then we have the other half, so I think we even out to about 6-3." 
 
• On Enstrom waiving his no movement clause last week, allowing Winnipeg to protect seven 
forwards, three defencemen and a goalie for the expansion draft: 
 
"Toby is exceptionally well thought of (by his teammates), so he has a great level of respect 
from them. He has that respect that a player that plays with pain gets. Doing what he did, it’s 
kind of a gift to the other veteran guys that are there. He’s a special man and we’re very thankful 
for what he did." 



 
• On the strategy to compete with a young squad in the tough Central Division last season: 
 
"I’m very confident in the plan that was set forth. We took a step back after the year we made 
the playoffs because we felt we had to get young skill in our lineup and bite that bullet now and 
we did for two years. I expect that group to be better... I do expect that payoff." 
 
• On Winnipeg’s search for an experienced goalie to partner with Connor Hellebuyck: 
 
"We went through a growing period and the goaltenders were exactly like that. Put them back in 
net after a tough night, yanked him early a bunch of times. 
 
"I’ve got lots of faith that Connor can do it. I’m also not in a hurry to have him have to do that 
next year. We want forward progress for the team. Either Connor or Michael has to step up on 
that or we’ve got to get some help for those guys." 
 
• On entering the final year of his contract: 
 
"I told Kevin how I felt about it. I don’t need a contract extension. I’d be fine to sign one if it 
comes up. If it happens, it happens. If it doesn’t, I’m absolutely fine with it. I’m on record: I love 
Winnipeg. My family loves Winnipeg. I’m not looking to go anywhere else. 
 
"I’m not waiting to see what the team does, if they get better. I want our hockey team to get 
better, there’s no doubt about it. I don’t feel that we’re that far off from being a real good team 
for years to come. I really want to be a part of it. I want to raise my kids in Winnipeg. I want to 
coach here for a long period of time, but I don’t need an extension to do that. We haven’t talked 
about it again. It won’t change a darn thing for me if we do or we don’t." 
 
Chiarot signs deal 
Before Day 2 of the draft began Saturday morning, the Jets announced left-shooting 
defenceman Ben Chiarot had agreed to a new two-year deal, with an average annual value of 
US$1.4 million. 
 
Chiarot, 26, a restricted free agent, played in 59 games for the Jets last season and had a pair 
of goals and 10 assists before suffering a season-ending upper body injury Mar. 19 against the 
Wild. 
 
The 6-3 and 219-pound Hamilton product was originally drafted by Atlanta in 2009 and has 
played 170 games with the Thrashers/Jets franchise. 
 
Sportsnet.ca 
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Winnipeg Jets 2017 free agency preview 
 
By Rory Boylen 
 
The Jets have done a good job building through the NHL Draft and keeping/managing the 
assets they have rather than looking for big-splash additions on July 1. Winnipeg has made very 
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few unrestricted free agent acquisitions under GM Kevin Cheveldayoff, and the ones they have 
made were for specialized depth players. 
 
This summer is the first where the Jets have a clear need to add to a headline position, as 
they’d prefer to go into next season with a more sturdy situation in goal. In the weeks leading to 
this point they had been suggested as potential landing spots for Marc-Andre Fleury or Petr 
Mrazek via trade, but given Cheveldayoff’s track record, we should instead expect a more subtle 
approach. 
 
Connor Hellebuyck, 24, is still the goalie of the future in Winnipeg and 21-year-old Eric Comrie 
is also coming up, so the Jets don’t need a long-term fix yet. Don’t expect the team to add 
anyone who needs a 50-game workload or has sights set on a No. 1 job. Scott Darling was 
traded from Chicago to Carolina for a third-rounder and, while on the surface he’d have been a 
nice add for the Jets, the financial commitment that followed (four years, $4.15 million cap hit) 
didn’t align with Winnipeg’s needs. 
 
Aside from that, the Jets probably won’t be busy on the free agent market since they have a 
number of youngsters in the pipeline who will make pushes for roster spots. There will be some 
key RFAs coming up for them in the next year or two (Nikolaj Ehlers, Patrik Laine, Josh 
Morrissey, Jacob Trouba), so Cheveldayoff needs to use the cap space he has wisely. 
 
SALARY CAP BREAKDOWN 
Forwards: $28,152,500 
Defence: $27,175,833 
Goaltenders: $1,150,000 
 
Total: $56,478,333 ($18,521,667 cap space) 
 
AREA OF NEED 
Goalie: Whether it’s a veteran backup with a successful track record, or someone who can split 
duty with Hellebuyck, the Jets can’t afford to head into 2017-18 with the Hellebuyck-Michael 
Hutchinson duo again. Each of the four division teams that finished ahead of them are set in 
goal and Dallas, who finished behind them, upgraded with Ben Bishop. It’s the most obvious 
area that needs improvement. 
 
POTENTIAL TARGETS 
Brian Elliott: Over the past four years Elliott has played anywhere between 31 and 49 games 
and is used to working in a tandem — with Jake Allen in St. Louis and Chad Johnson in 
Calgary. He’s been mostly reliable in that time, although when Calgary tasked him with being a 
No. 1 this past season he had a turbulent year, finishing with a .910 save percentage. Coming 
to Winnipeg in a no-doubt 1A/1B situation may be a comfortable and familiar spot for Elliott. 
 
Ryan Miller: The 36-year-old has been a No. 1 his whole career and would need to be open to a 
somewhat smaller role in Winnipeg, but top jobs are drying up around the league. While 
Vancouver might yet bring Miller back to anchor its workload, the Jets provide a better 
opportunity to get into the playoffs. With a .916 and .914 save percentage the past two seasons, 
Miller would be a nice influence on the young Hellebuyck. He may be the most expensive and 
least likely to sign here, though. 
 



Jonathan Bernier: Hasn’t been a No. 1 in a couple years so he wouldn’t have to settle for a 
smaller role. Bernier posted a .915 save percentage in 38 games with a strong Ducks team this 
past season, but was at .908 the season before in Toronto. 
 
Mike Condon: Filled in admirably for Craig Anderson in Ottawa this season with a 2.50 GAA and 
.914 save percentage in 40 games. Perfect backup option, the 27-year-old shouldn’t cost too 
much to acquire either. Concern would be that he’s only had the one good year — is that 
reliable enough? 
 
Jaroslav Halak: This one would be a trade instead of free agent signing, but if the Isles are still 
looking at moving the 32-year-old, who they buried in the AHL last season, Winnipeg would be a 
nice landing spot. Halak has one year left on his contract at $4.5 million against the cap, so he 
could come in for a season of split duty and the Jets would be open to go back to Hellebuyck for 
the No. 1 job in 2018-19 if he shows well next season. 
 
RECENT FREE AGENT ACQUISITIONS 
Mathieu Perreault, $9 million, three years signed in 2014: Originally signed as a UFA, Perreault 
re-upped with Winnipeg last summer and will start that four-year contract ($4.125 million cap hit) 
in 2017-18. One of the most versatile forwards on the team, the 29-year-old has been a 
consistent producer for the Jets in his three seasons, finishing with 41, 41 and 45 points. 
 
Michael Frolik, $3.3 million, one year signed in 2014: Winnipeg acquired the third-liner in a trade 
ahead of the 2013-14 season and then signed him for a year on July 29, 2014. Frolik was a 
terrific add, finishing with a couple of 42-point seasons and was used in all situations. Some 
younger and cheaper options from the pipeline made Frolik expendable following 2014-15, but 
he’s continued being a productive contributor in Calgary. 
 
Shawn Matthias, $4.25 million, two years signed in 2016: The big-bodied depth winger pulled in 
an average of 1:29 of shorthanded ice time this past season and would have played a bigger 
part on the unit had he not missed nearly half the season due to injury. Not much for offence, 
Matthias was left exposed to Vegas and will be used as deadline trade bait if the Jets are on the 
outside of the playoff picture again. 
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Thorburn knighted, Laine No. 2 
 
By: Mike Sawatzky 
 
THE NHL Expansion Draft and Awards Show came with a minimum of pain for the Winnipeg 
Jets Wednesday night. 
 
The franchise’s splendid young right-winger, Finnish phenom Patrik Laine, finished second to 
centre Auston Matthews of the Toronto Maple Leafs for the Calder Trophy as the league’s top 
rookie in balloting by the Professional Hockey Writers Association. Matthews earned 164 of 167 
first-place votes, with Laine getting the other three. 
 
While Laine’s runner-up finish was a foregone conclusion, Winnipeg’s fate in the expansion draft 
was shrouded in mystery. Ultimately, the Jets surrendered the rights to unrestricted free-agent 
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forward Chris Thorburn, a 34-year-old fourth-liner who was unlikely to be re-signed by 
Winnipeg. 
 
Setting the table for the move, Winnipeg shipped its 13th-overall pick at Friday’s draft plus a 
third-round choice in 2019 to the Knights in order to retain veteran defenceman Toby Enstrom, 
who had been left unprotected for the draft after he waived the no-movement clause in his 
contract. The Jets received a first-rounder back, getting the 24th-overall choice Vegas obtained 
earlier from the Columbus Blue Jackets. 
 
Winnipeg general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff was unavailable for comment Wednesday night 
but a club source told the Free Press Enstrom took a real risk in making accommodation for the 
club. The Jets told Enstrom they would try but did not guarantee they would find a way to keep 
him in Winnipeg. 
 
"I can confirm that Enstrom has waived his no-move as a favour to the Jets organization. Tobias 
has played his entire career in the organization and has always been treated with the best 
respect," his agent, Kalle Bodén, confirmed Saturday to the Free Press. "He has warm feelings 
for the city and the Jets organization and wanted to help them out in a tricky situation. Enstrom 
is positive the Jets have a bright future and he wants to be a part of that. Therefore he is 100 
per cent clear that he wants to stay." 
 
The 32-year-old Enstrom has one year remaining on a five-year contract that has an annual 
salary cap hit of US$5.75 million. 
 
The deal also allowed the Jets to keep 22-year-old forward Marko Dano, a prominent player left 
unprotected who was believed to be an obvious choice for the Golden Knights if Enstrom was 
no longer under consideration. Winnipeg fans also hoping a veteran goaltender would be 
involved in the wheeling and dealing were disappointed. 
 
Vegas was required to choose at least one player from each of the 30 established NHL clubs 
and Enstrom’s favour allowed the Jets to protect seven forwards (Joel Armia, Andrew Copp, 
Bryan Little, Adam Lowry, Mathieu Perreault, Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler), three 
defencemen (Dustin Byfuglien, Jacob Trouba and Tyler Myers) and one goaltender (Connor 
Hellebuyck) instead of an alternate formula permitting four forwards, four defencemen and a 
goaltender. 
 
Dano, a 22-year-old Austrian-born Slovak forward, recently signed a one-year contract 
extension with the Jets worth US$850,000. He was originally chosen in the first round (27th 
overall) of the 2013 draft by the Columbus Blue Jackets but was traded to the Chicago 
Blackhawks in 2015 as part of a multi-player deal. 
 
On Feb. 25, 2016, Dano was acquired by the Jets along with Chicago’s first-round pick in 2016 
for veteran forward Andrew Ladd and minor leaguers Jay Harrison and Matt Fraser. 
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Off-Season Watch: Jets looking at goalie options 
 
By TSN.ca Staff 
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Help for Hellebuyck 
Winnipeg Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck could be paired with a new goalie once free agency 
opens July 1. 
 
Jason Bell of the Winnipeg Free Press reported the Jets will likely look at adding to their crease 
either via free agency or a trade. 
 
Hellebuyck needs a new creasemate, and logic dictates he’ll likely get one within a week’s time. 
 
General manager Kevin Cheveldayoff took care of a bunch of important business last week. 
 
Now, Cheveldayoff must turn all his time and attention to solving the dilemma in net, by way of 
trade or free agency. Sunday was the day pending free agents and their representatives could 
start talking with teams around the league, although no contracts can be signed until this 
Saturday, July 1. 
 
"We’re going to a take a look at whatever is available to us and if there’s a good opportunity 
there that can help us, we’ll jump at it," Cheveldayoff said Saturday at the draft. "We’ve got a list 
of names lined up to reach out to their representatives and see if we’re a fit for them and as far 
as they want to consider us." 
 
Bell reported Jets coach Paul Maurice still have confidence Hellebuyck can be a Number 1 in 
the NHL, but he’s in no rush to thrust him into that role right away. 
 
"I’ve got lots of faith that Connor can do it. I’m also not in a hurry to have him have to do that 
next year. 
 
Last week Chevaldayoff told TSN Senior Hockey Reporter Frank Seravalli the team will take a 
good look at options in net leading up to free agency. 
 
Names Bell lists as possibilities include Brian Elliott, Steve Mason, Jonathan Bernier, Ryan 
Miller, and Cam Ward. 
 
Hellebuyck finished last year with a 26-19-4 record and 2.89 goals against average and .907 
save percentage. 
 
Pro Hockey Talks 
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Report: Elliott making ‘tentative’ plans to live in Winnipeg 
 
By Jason Brough 
 
The talk of Brian Elliott joining the Jets isn’t going away. 
 
This morning, Rick Ralph of TSN 1290 tweeted that Elliott has “been making tentative 
accommodation plans for Winnipeg.” 
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The 32-year-old goalie is an unrestricted free agent, and the Jets’ goaltending was once again a 
sore spot last season. 
 
“We’re going to a take a look at whatever is available to us and if there’s a good opportunity 
there that can help us, we’ll jump at it,” GM Kevin Cheveldayoff said Saturday at the draft, per 
the Winnipeg Free Press. “We’ve got a list of names lined up to reach out to their 
representatives and see if we’re a fit for them and as far as they want to consider us.” 
 
The Jets have Michael Hutchinson under contract for one more year before he can become 
unrestricted. 
 
Connor Hellebuyck, meanwhile, is a restricted free agent. The Jets are still high on him, but 
perhaps rushed him into the No. 1 job last year. 
 
“We want forward progress for the team,” said head coach Paul Maurice. “Either Connor or 
Michael has to step up on that or we’ve got to get some help for those guys.” 
 
Elliott, of course, had a tough first year in Calgary. The Flames then went a different way by 
acquiring Mike Smith from Arizona. 
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Cheveldayoff: Sometimes you try to swing for the fences 
 
Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff discusses seven rounds of picks with Andrew "Hustler" Paterson 
and Paul Edmonds following the conclusion of the 2017 NHL Entry Draft. 
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Roy: I have a passion for helping these kids, getting them to the pros 
 
Winnipeg Jets director of player development Jimmy Roy spoke with Paul Edmonds on the draft 
floor discussing the draft process, his role with the prospects, also looking ahead to the 
upcoming Winnipeg Jets Development Camp. 
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Maurice: I'm looking for forward motion now 
 
Winnipeg Jets head coach Paul Maurice joins Paul Edmonds from the draft floor to discuss how 
his club’s roster came out of the expansion and entry drafts, as well as to discuss the plans for 
the upcoming season. 
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Samberg: Excited to be playing near home 
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Winnipeg Jets second round pick Dylan Samberg joins Paul Edmonds to discuss being drafted 
by the Jets, a team located just north of his hometown of Hermantown, Minn., and explains his 
plans for attending the University of Minnesota-Duluth. 
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Kovacevic: Made most of time at Merrimack 
 
Winnipeg Jets third-round pick Johnathan Kovacevic joins Paul Edmonds to share his reaction 
to being drafted by the Jets, his expectations coming to Chicago for the draft, and his nascent 
college career at Merrimack. 
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